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Q1) What is a samba?

Q2) What is the name of a flag with a skull and crossbones on it?

Q3) In which American city would you find Central Park?

Q4) What is the name for the bending of light as it passes through a surface?

Q5) Siberian, Caspian and Bengal are all species of which animal?

Q6) What sport takes place at Silverstone?

Q7) What plant do people traditionally kiss underneath at Christmas time?

Q8) In which direction do the batters run round the bases in a game of baseball?

Q9) What is the name of the bear that raises money for Children in Need?

Q10) What part of the eye gives it its colour?

Q11) Which lady, according to legend, rode naked through Coventry on horseback?

Q12) The Sun is a star?

Q13) In the saying, which animal cannot change its spots?

Q14) What is the collective noun for a group of crows?

Q15) Which artist drew Number 32?

A) an item of clothing    B) a dance     C) a cake    D) a small animal

A) Golf    B) Football    C) Motor racing    D) Horse racing

A) Anti-clockwise    B) Clockwise

A) False    B) True

A) Wassily Kandinsky    B) Franz Kline    C) Jackson Pollock    D) Piet Mondrian
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Trivia Quiz Answers
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Q1) What is a samba?

Q2) What is the name of a flag with a skull and crossbones on it?

Q3) In which American city would you find Central Park?

Q4) What is the name for the bending of light as it passes through a surface?

Q5) Siberian, Caspian and Bengal are all species of which animal?

Q6) What sport takes place at Silverstone?

Q7) What plant do people traditionally kiss underneath at Christmas time?

Q8) In which direction do the batters run round the bases in a game of baseball?

Q9) What is the name of the bear that raises money for Children in Need?

Q10) What part of the eye gives it its colour?

Q11) Which lady, according to legend, rode naked through Coventry on horseback?

Q12) The Sun is a star?

Q13) In the saying, which animal cannot change its spots?

Q14) What is the collective noun for a group of crows?

Q15) Which artist drew Number 32?

A) an item of clothing    B) a dance     C) a cake    D) a small animal

Jolly Roger

New York

Refraction

Tiger

A) Golf    B) Football    C) Motor racing    D) Horse racing

Mistletoe

A) Anti-clockwise    B) Clockwise

Pudsey

Iris

Lady Godiva

A) False    B) True

Leopard

murder

A) Wassily Kandinsky    B) Franz Kline    C) Jackson Pollock    D) Piet Mondrian
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